Driving

Hazards

Controls

Moving vehicles can collide with
each other resulting in harm injuries
and damage to vehicles & property.

 Keep to posted speed limits
 Be alert, vigilant and follow good driving practice.
 Be prepared to stop.

Moving trucks dropping off/picking up
trailers stop often, reverse and have
drivers working around them
Impacting with them can result in
injuries and damage to vehicles.
Pedestrians and cyclist crossing
roads or walking on ship decks can
be hard to see or erratic in their
actions.

 Keep to posted speed limits
 Be alert, vigilant and follow good driving practice
 Be prepared to stop.
 Keep to posted speed limits
 Be alert, vigilant esp. near pedestrian crossings
 Be prepared to stop.
 Use headlights when driving in hours of darkness.

Low light at night

Trains &
Walking

Sun strike in morning
Moving vehicles can impact with
pedestrians
Trains can hit pedestrians and
vehicles
Trip hazards

Note: these will need to be put on park when
driving onto the ships

 Wear sunglasses, use driving aids such as such
visors and follow good driving practice.

 Keep to marked walkways
 Wear high visibility vests or clothing in our
operational areas where vehicles are moving.

 Stay within cordoned areas and follow instructions
of staff.

 Wear safety footwear that is enclosed at all times.
 Be alert and vigilant were traversing on our ships
 Use the handrails on stairs at all times.

General

 Wear appropriate clothing/attire for the
Exposure to environmental sun and
cold when outside

environmental conditions

 Seek refuge from the conditions your vehicle or in
our terminals and ships.

Your chemicals, effluent or products
you spill can pollute our environment
Pets can bite people, other
animals/stock or impact with vehicles
and trains onsite

 Ensure your vehicles are maintained and don’t leak
oil and you don’t spill products on our site

 Don’t dispose of any products into our drains.
 Keep animals in vehicles/cages or on a leash
under control at all times.

